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Johnson’s System of Distributions and Microarray Data Analysis
Florence George
ABSTRACT
Microarray technology permit us to study the expression levels of thousands of
genes simultaneously. The technique has a wide range of applications including iden-
tification of genes that change their expression in cells due to disease or drug stimuli.
The dissertation is addressing statistical methods for the selection of differentially
expressed genes in two experimental conditions. We propose two different methods
for the selection of differentially expressed genes. The first method is a classical ap-
proach, where we consider a common distribution for the summary measure of equally
expressed genes. To estimate this common distribution, the Johnson system of distri-
bution is used. The advantage of using Johnson system is that, there is no need of a
parametric assumption for gene expression data. In contrast to other classical meth-
ods, in the proposed method, there is a sharing of information across the genes by the
assumption of a common distribution for the summary measure of equally expressed
genes. The second method is the gene selection using a mixture model approach and
Baye’s theorem. This approach also uses the Johnson System of distribution for the
estimation of distribution of summary measure.
Johnson system of distribution has the flexibility of covering a wide variety of
distributional shapes. This system provides a unique distribution corresponding to
each pair of mathematically possible values of skewness and kurtosis. The significant
flexibility of Johnson system is very useful in characterizing the complicated data
set like microarray data. In this dissertation we propose a novel algorithm for the
estimation of the four parameters of the Johnson system.
vii
1 Introduction
Microarray technology provides a systematic way to survey deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) and ribonucleic acid(RNA) variation. It allows the transcription levels of
thousands of genes to be measured simultaneously. The hypothesis that many human
diseases may be accompanied by specific changes in gene expression has generated
much interest in gene expression monitoring at the genome level using arrays. Mi-
croarray gene expression studies open up fresh avenues of cancer class discovery and
class prediction[10]. Microarrays can be used in the determination of prognosis in
histologically similar tumors with variable tendency to recur or spread and in the
classification of tumors of uncertain histotype or tissue origin. Large scale gene ex-
pression analysis can also increase the depth of diagnostic and drug-effect profiling
[21]. By comparing gene expression in normal and abnormal cells, microarrays can
accelerate the discovery of key biological processes for therapeutic targeting. Microar-
rays can be used to screen for polymorphisms within the population that may protect
against or predispose to disease.
While simultaneous measurement of thousands of gene expression levels provides a
potential source of profound knowledge, success of the microarray technology depends
heavily on statistical analysis. Careful statistical thinking and analysis are required
to find the underlying structure in the data. The unprecedented amounts of data
produced by microarrays raise new challenges for statisticians to be able to perform
inference on a scale never before conducted. Recently, statisticians and researchers in
bioinformatics have focused much attention on the development of statistical methods
to identify differentially expressed genes, with special emphasis on those methods that
identify genes that are differentially expressed between two conditions. This work
focusses on the development of statistical methods that is suitable for differential
1
gene selection using Johnson system of distributions.
The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduce Microarrays. In
chapter 3, Johnson’s system of distributions and the methods for estimation of pa-
rameters are discussed. We develop a new algorithm for estimating the parameters
of Johnson System. Chapter 4 discusses the classical methods of gene selection. We
propose a new approach for gene selection using Johnson’s System of distributions.
In chapter 5, We have proposed a mixture model approach using Baye’s theorem and
Johnson’s system of distributions for the selection of differentially expressed genes.
2
2 Microarrays
Microarray technology is revolutionizing our understanding of life. Instead of looking
at genes one at a time, with this technology biologists can look at thousands of genes
simultaneously to sort out their actions and interactions. By studying microarray
data, biomedical researchers can find better ways to diagnosis and treat diseases.
Microarrays produce huge amounts of data. Careful statistical thinking and anal-
ysis are required to find the underlying structure in the data. The unprecedented
amounts of data produced by microarrays raise new challenges for statisticians to be
able to perform inference on a scale never before conducted.
2.1 Genetic Background
In most organisms, the genetic material consists of one or more long molecules of
deoxyribonucleic acid(DNA). The chemical properties of the DNA molecule dictate
the inherent properties of a species. DNA is made up of chains of chemical building
blocks called nucleotides. Each nucleotide consists of a phosphate group , a deoxyri-
bose sugar molecule, and one of four different nitrogenous bases usually referred to by
their initial letters: guanine(G), cytosine(C), adenine (A) or thymine(T). The infor-
mation stored in the sequence of nucleotides in terms of the four nitrogenous bases is
analogous to a long word in a four letter alphabet. These nucleotides link together to
form a polynucleotide chain. A DNA molecule consists of two complementary polynu-
cleotide chains joined together by hydrogen bonds between pairs of bases in a double
helix . At each rang along the DNA ladder, A always binds with T, and C always
binds with G. Thus A is complementary to T, and C is complementary to G. Figure
2.1 shows a schematic view of this structure. The sugar-phosphate backbone is on
3
the outside and the four different bases are on the inside of the DNA molecule.
Figure 2.1: Double Helix structure of DNA
Genes are the units of the DNA sequence that control the identifiable hereditary
traits of an organism. The total set of genes carried by an individual or a cell is called
its genome. The central question in functional genomics is determining the functions
of individual genes.
2.2 Gene Expression
The biological role of most genes is to encode, or carry, information for the compo-
sition of proteins. This composition, together with the timing and amount of each
protein produced, determines the structure and physiology of an organism. While
DNA molecule is constructed from a four-letter alphabet, proteins are sequences of
twenty different types of aminoacids. The central dogma of molecular biology refers
to the process of protein synthesis, which occur in two major stages. The first stage,
transcription, is the transfer of information from double stranded DNA into mes-
senger ribonucleic acid (mRNA), a single stranded complementary copy of the base
sequence in the DNA molecule. The second stage, translation, refers to the conversion
in the cell where mRNA translated to produce protein. Together, transcription and
translation constitutes gene expression.
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Some protein-encoding genes are transcribed more or less constantly; they are
sometimes called housekeeping genes and are always needed for basic reactions. Other
genes may be rendered unreadable, or readable only at particular moments and un-
der particular external conditions. The signal that masks or unmasks a gene may
come from outside the cell; for example a nutrient or a hormone. Special regulatory
sequences in the DNA dictate whether a gene will respond to the signals, and they in
turn affect the transcription of the protein-encoding gene. Understanding which genes
are expressed under which condition gives invaluable information about the biological
processes in the cell. The power of microarray technology lies in its ability to measure
the expression of thousands of genes simultaneously.
2.3 Microarray Technology
DNA Microarrays are miniature arrays containing gene fragments that are either
synthesized directly onto or spotted onto glass or other substrates. Thousands of genes
are represented in a single array. A typical gene expression microarray experiment
involves the following steps: Preparation of fluorescent labeled target from RNA
isolated from the biological specimens; Hybridization of the labeled target to the
microarray; Washing, staining, and scanning of the array; Analysis of the scanned
image and Generation of gene expression profiles.
There are currently two platforms/types of DNA microarrays that are commer-
cially available. Glass DNA microarrays which involves the micro spotting of pre-
fabricated cDNA fragments on a glass slide and high-density oligonucleotide microar-
rays often referred to as a ”chip” which involves in situ oligonucleotide synthesis.
2.4 cDNA Microarrays
Microarray uses a fundamental property of DNA called complementary base pairing,
which means that the two strands of DNA are complementary and one can deduce
bases of the second strand from the first. cDNA microarrays consist of thousands of
individual DNA sequences placed on a glass microscope slide using a robotic arrayer.
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These thousands of different DNA spots are bound to the special surface of the glass
plate, with each spot representing a different known gene to be tested.
Through a denaturing process the double stranded DNA molecules in the sample
are unzipped down into two single stranded molecules. The microarray chip itself also
contains single strands of genes that will attract the single genes from the sample. The
single strand from the sample will bind with the single strands on the microarray chip
to reform the DNA double helix. This is called hybridization. In a cDNA microarray
experiment, the test sample is labeled with a dye and the reference sample is labeled
with a dye of different color. The reference sample serves as a control to which the gene
expression in the test sample is compared. For example, if we wanted to determine
which genes are expressed in a tumor sample, we could use a tissue sample from a
healthy individual as the reference sample. We would then compare the expression
level of each gene in the tumor sample to the expression level of each in the reference
sample. Suppose the tumor sample had been labeled with a red dye and the reference
sample had been labeled with a green dye. Then a red spot on the microarray would
indicate that the gene corresponding to that spot is expressed at a higher leveling in
the tumor sample than in the reference sample. Similarly a green spot will indicate
that the gene is expressed in a lower level in the tumor sample.
After hybridization, an image of the array with hybridized fluorescent dyes must be
acquired. Microarray images can be produced using a number of devices, like a laser
scanner or a camera. The goal is to measure, for each spot on the array, the relative
fluorescence intensities from each dye hybridized with its target. A high fluorescence
level indicates that multiple copies of a gene have bound to the chip and the gene
has activity in the cell. Similarly, a low fluorescence level indicates low activity of
the gene in the cell. By quantifying the fluorescence level the gene activity can be
compared across different samples.
6
Figure 2.2: Sample part of micoarray chip : (http://www.gene-chips.com)
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2.5 Oligonucleotide Microarrays
Oligonucleotide is a relatively short single-stranded nucleic-acid chain usually consist-
ing of up to approximately 20 nucleotides. Oligonucleotides are directly synthesized
onto a glass wafer by a combination of semiconductor-based photolithography and
solid phase chemical synthesis technologies. Each array contains up to 900,000 differ-
ent oligos and each oligo is present in millions of copies. Since oligonucleotide probes
are synthesized in known locations on the array, the hybridization patterns and sig-
nal intensities can be interpreted in terms of gene identity and relative expression
levels. Each gene is represented on the array by a series of different oligonucleotide
probes. Each probe pair consists of a perfect match oligonucleotide and a mismatch
oligonucleotide. The perfect match probe has a sequence exactly complimentary to
the particular gene and thus measures the expression of the gene. The mismatch probe
differs from the perfect match probe by a single base substitution at the center base
position, disturbing the binding of the target gene transcript. This helps to determine
the background and nonspecific hybridization that contributes to the signal measured
for the perfect match oligo. The hybridization intensities of the mismatch probes
are subtracted from those of the perfect match probes to determine the absolute or
specific intensity value for each probe set.
A sample part of a microarray chip is shown in the Figure 2.2. Each spot rep-
resents a gene and there are thousands of genes on a chip. The intensity and color
of each spot encode information on a specific gene from the tested sample. A more
detailed description of genes, genetic analysis and microarray technology can be seen
in [1],[32],[21].
The power of microarray technology lies in its potential to survey the entire genome
in one experiment. Microarrays are increasingly applied in biological and medical
research to address a wide range of problems. Here we list some of these applications.
The completion of the human genome means that we can search for the genes directly
associated with different diseases. This new knowledge will enable better treatments,
cures and even preventive tests to be developed. Clinical medicine will become more
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personalized with the development of the field of pharmacogenomics. This is the
study of how an individual’s genetic inheritance affects the body’s response to drugs.
In the future, doctors will be able to analyze a patient’s genetic profile and prescribe
the best available drug therapy and dosage from the beginning. In the not too distant
future, the potential for using genes themselves to treat disease may become a reality.
Gene therapy is the approach used to treat, cure or even prevent disease by changing
the expression of a person’s genes.
Although it is preferable for the statistician to have a hand in the experimental
design, the statistician often comes into a microarray analysis project once the data
has been collected. The statistician’s job is to use the numerical gene expression
levels to make claims about the populations of interest. An important and common
question in microarray experiments is the identification of differentially expressed
genes. In chapters following the next chapter we will review available techniques and
propose some new methods for the selection of differentially expressed genes.
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3 Johnson System of Distributions and a MLE-Least Square
Approach to Parameter Estimation
3.1 Introduction
Statisticians are often faced with the problem of summarizing a set of data by means of
a mathematical function which will fit the data and also allow them to obtain estimates
of percentiles. Frequently, the statistician has insufficient theoretical grounds for
selecting a model like normal, gamma or extreme-value distribution for a ”real world”
data set. He obtains data and by empirical methods must draw conclusions concerning
the phenomenon under study. The fitting of empirical distributions to data has a long
history, and many different procedures have been advocated. The most common of
these is the use of normal distribution. The central limit theorem leads one to expect
this distribution to provide reasonable representation for many, but not all, physical
phenomena [11]. Although the models like gamma, log-normal and beta distributions
do lead to a wide diversity of distribution shapes, they still do not provide the degree
of generality that is frequently desirable.
In 1949, Johnson derived a system of curves [16],[17] that has the flexibility of
covering a wide variety of shapes. This system has the practical and theoretical ad-
vantages of being able to transform these curves to the normal distribution. The
Johnson system is able to closely approximate many of the standard continuous dis-
tributions through one of the three functional forms and is thus highly flexible. The
Johnson system provides one distribution corresponding to each pair of mathemati-
cally possible values of skewness and kurtosis.
The significant flexibility of Johnson system of distributions is very useful in char-
acterizing the complicated data set like microarray data. In all parametric approaches
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of identifying significant genes, there is a distributional assumption for gene expres-
sion like Normal, log-normal,Gamma etc. The advantage of using Johnson system of
distribution is that many, if not all, of the commonly used continuous distributions
such as Normal, log-normal,Gamma,Beta, Exponential is a special case of Johnson
system[11]. Any data set can be fitted by a member of the Johnson families such as
SB, SU and SL. This motivated us using Johnson system for the analysis of microarray
data.
3.2 The Johnson Translation System
Given a continuous random variable X whose distribution is unknown and is to be ap-
proximated, Johnson proposed three normalizing transformations having the general
form
Z = γ + δf
(
X − ξ
λ
)
(3.2.1)
where f(.) denotes the transformation function, Z is a standard normal random
variable, γ and δ are shape parameters, λ is a scale parameter and ξ is a location
parameter. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that δ > 0 and λ > 0. The first
transformation proposed by Johnson defines the lognormal system of distributions
denoted by SL:
Z = γ + δ ln
(
X − ξ
λ
)
, X > ξ
= γ∗ + δ ln(X − ξ), X > ξ (3.2.2)
SL curves cover the lognormal family.
The bounded system of distributions SB is defined by
Z = γ + δ ln
(
X − ξ
ξ + λ−X
)
, ξ < X < ξ + λ (3.2.3)
SB curves cover bounded distributions. The distributions can be bounded on
either lower end, the upper end or both. This family covers gamma distributions,
11
beta distributions and many others.
The unbounded system of distributions SU is defined by
Z = γ + δ ln
(X − ξ
λ
)
+
{(
X − ξ
λ
)2
+ 1
}1/2 , −∞ < X <∞
= γ + δ sinh−1
(
X − ξ
λ
)
(3.2.4)
The SU curves are unbounded and cover the t and normal distributions, among
others.
3.3 Johnson Subsystem Identification
The most common transformation of type in 3.2.1 is the log-normal transformation
given in Equation 3.2.2 . If we define Y = X−ξ
λ
in log-normal transformation, the
moments of the distribution of Y are obtained as,
µ
′
r(y) =
1√
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
e
r(z−γ)
δ e
−1
2
z2dz = e
1
2
r2δ−2−rγδ−1 (3.3.5)
The skewness and kurtosis of Y or X are
β1 =
µ23
µ32
and β2 =
µ4
µ22
(3.3.6)
respectively. It follows that, β1 = (ω − 1)(ω + 2)2,
√
β1 > 0
β2 = ω
4 + 2ω3 + 3ω2 − 3
(3.3.7)
where ω = eδ−2.
The (β1, β2) points for log-normal distributions therefore lie on a curve described
by the equations 3.3.7. Figure 3.1 displays the combinations of skewness and kurtosis
that can be observed with Johnson curves. There is a unique Johnson distribution
12
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β 2
Impossible Area
SB β2 − β1 − 1 = 0
SL
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<< SN
Figure 3.1: Chart for Johnson subsystem identification
corresponding to each feasible combination of β1 and β2. The points for SU curves
cover the area below the log-normal curve. In the (β1, β2) plane the system with
a bounded range of variation will cover the region above the log-normal curve but
below the limiting line β2 − β1 − 1 = 0. There would be the impossible area above
this limiting line. The proof of this fact is given in Theorem 3.3.1.
If we define the variable Y = X−ξ
λ
then 3.2.1 becomes,
Z = γ + δf(y) (3.3.8)
where f(.) denotes the transformation. For a set of parameter values, the realization
of Johnson random variable X can be obtained by applying the inverse translation,
X = ξ + λf−1(
z − γ
δ
) (3.3.9)
where Z is standard normal variable.
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Family f(y) f−1(z)
SL ln(y) ez
SU ln(y + (1 + y2)1/2) e
z−e−z
2
SB ln(y/(1− y)) (1 + e−z)−1
Table 3.1: Transformations for Johnson Distribution
Table 3.1 summarizes the Johnson transformation functions f(.) and their inverses
f−1, which are useful for variate generation.
Several examples of the density curves of Johnson SB, SU and SL are displayed
in Figures 3.2 to 3.4. These graphs give an idea about the flexibility of the Johnson
system to cover a wide variety of shapes.
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Figure 3.2: Examples of Johnson SB family. For all cases ξ = 0 and λ = 100.
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Figure 3.3: Examples of Johnson SU family. For all cases ξ = 0 and λ = 100.
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The following theorem explains the reason for an impossible area in Figure 3.1. It
is first stated by Pearson [27] and proved by J.E. Wilkins [36].
Theorem 3.3.1 The skewness (β1 =
µ23
µ32
) and kurtosis (β2 =
µ4
µ22
) of any distribution
satisfies the following inequality.
β2 − β1 − 1 ≥ 0 (3.3.10)
Proof:
Let X be a standardized discrete random variable with probability density function
p(x).
Consider the following function in a, b and c,
G(a, b, c) = µ0a
2 + 2µ1ab+ 2µ2ac+ µ2b
2 + 2µ3bc+ µ4c
2
=
1
N
Σ(a+ bx+ cx2)2 ∗ p(x) (3.3.11)
It follows that G(a, b, c) is a positive semi-definite quadratic form.
Consequently its discriminant ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
µ0 µ1 µ2
µ1 µ2 µ3
µ2 µ3 µ4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
must be nonnegative. Since X is standardized, µ1=0 and µ2=1. For any distribu-
tion µ0 =1. Hence the above inequality becomes,∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 0 1
0 1 µ3
1 µ3 µ4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ 0
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Expanding the determinant we get
µ4 − µ23 − 1 ≥ 0 (3.3.12)
Again, since µ2=1 we have β2 =
µ4
µ22
= µ4 and β1 =
µ23
µ32
= µ23.
Hence Equation 3.3.12 is equivalent to
β2 − β1 − 1 ≥ 0 (3.3.13)
The proof is similar for continuous random variable also [36].
3.4 Probability Density Function of Johnson System
Using the fact that after the transformation in 3.3.8, Z follows standard normal
distribution, the pdf of each of the family in Johnson system can be easily derived.
Let X follows Johnson distribution and Y = X−ξ
λ
then for SL family, the pdf is
p(y) =
δ√
2pi
× 1
y
× exp
{
−1
2
[γ + δ. ln(y)]2
}
, ξ < X < +∞. (3.4.14)
Similarly, for SB family, the pdf is,
p(y) =
δ√
2pi
× 1
[y/(1− y)] × exp
{
−1
2
[
γ + δ. ln(
y
1− y )
]2}
, (3.4.15)
ξ < X < +ξ + λ.
Finally, the pdf for SU family is
p(y) =
δ√
2pi
× 1√
y2 + 1
× exp
{
−1
2
[
γ + δ. ln(y +
√
y2 + 1)
]2}
, (3.4.16)
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−∞ < X < +∞.
In general the pdf of X is given by,
p(x) =
δ
λ
√
2pi
× g′(x− ξ
λ
)× exp
{
−1
2
[
γ + δ.g(
x− ξ
λ
)
]2}
(3.4.17)
for all x ∈ H, where
g
′
(y) =
1
y
for SL family
=
1
[y(1− y)] for SB family
=
1√
y2 + 1
for SU family
(3.4.18)
and
g(y) = ln(y) for SL family
= ln(y/(1− y)) for SB family
= ln[y +
√
y2 + 1] for SU family
(3.4.19)
The support H of the distribution is
H = [ξ,+∞) for SL family
= [ξ, ξ + λ] for SB family
= (−∞,+∞) for SU family
(3.4.20)
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3.5 Parameter Estimation of Johnson System
In this section, we present three methods of deriving the parameters of Johnsons
distribution. The first three, moment matching, percentile matching, and quantile
estimators are popularly used in the literature[5], [29] and [35]. We propose a new
method of estimation, MLE-least squares approach that is based on different concepts
of optimization. Through simulation, we have shown the effectiveness of this approach,
in comparison to the previously mentioned methods of estimation.
Moment Matching
Suppose we have a random sample {xj : 1 ≤ j ≤ n} from a target distribution that
is to be approximated by a Johnson distribution. Then moments of the sample are:
m
′
1 =
1
n
n∑
j=1
xj ; mk =
1
n
n∑
j=1
(xi −m′1)k, k = 2, 3, ... (3.5.21)
and sample skewness and kurtosis are:
βˆ1 =
m23
m32
and βˆ2 =
m4
m22
(3.5.22)
The moment matching technique for fitting a Johnson distribution to the sample
uses the location of the point (βˆ1, βˆ2) in Figure 3.1 to identify the appropriate func-
tional form among systems 3.2.2 - 3.2.4. The principle of moment matching prescribes
that the first k sample moments should be equal to the corresponding population
moments of the fitted theoretical distribution. The resulting system of k nonlinear
equations, which will be dependent on the k parameters, is then solved to obtain the
parameter estimates for the fitted distribution. The estimation of parameters using
the method of moments is discussed in detail by Draper [5].
For SL distribution, the first three moments in terms of the parameters in 3.2.2
are,
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
µ
′
1 = ξ + e
1
2
δ−2−γ∗δ−1
µ2 = e
2δ−2−2γ∗δ−1
µ3 = e
9
2
δ−2−3γ∗δ−1
(3.5.23)
For SU distribution,
µ
′
r(y) =
1√
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
e−
1
2
z22−r(e(z−γ)/δ − e−(z−γ)/δ)rdz (3.5.24)
from which it follows that the first four moments of X are

µ
′
1 = ξ − λω
1
2 sinhΩ
µ2 =
1
2
λ2(ω − 1)(ω cosh 2Ω + 1)
µ3 =
−1
4
λ3ω
1
2 (ω − 1)2[ω(ω + 2) sinh 3Ω + 3 sinhΩ]
µ4 =
1
8
(ω − 1)2[ω2(ω4 + 2ω3 + 3ω2 − 3) cosh 4Ω
+4ω2(ω + 2) cosh 2Ω + 3(2ω + 1)]
(3.5.25)
where ω = eδ
−2
and Ω = γ/δ.
The rth moment of y = x−ξ
λ
, when X follows a Johnson SB is
µ
′
r(y) =
1√
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
e
−1
2
z2(1 + e−(z−γ)/δ)−rdz (3.5.26)
This integral is not easy to evaluate directly. Johnson has evaluated µ
′
1(y) directly
and the higher order moments are obtained using the following steps.
When r = 1,
µ
′
1(y) =
1√
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
e
−1
2
z2(1 + e−(z−γ)/δ)−1dz (3.5.27)
which can be evaluated directly using a result due to Mordell [22]. The higher mo-
ments can be obtained using the relation,
µ
′
r+1 = µ
′
r +
δ
r
∂µ
′
r
∂γ
An algorithm for estimating Johnson parameters by the method of moments is
developed by Hill and Hill [12].
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Percentile Matching
Percentile matching involves estimating k required parameters by matching k selected
quantiles of the standard normal distribution with corresponding quantile estimates
of the target population. For given percentages {αj : 1 ≤ j ≤ k}, the corresponding
quantiles {zαj} and {xαj} are given by
zαj = Φ
−1(αj) (3.5.28)
and
xαj = F
−1(αj) (3.5.29)
where Φ(.) is the standard normal distribution function and F is the target distri-
bution function. Once the functional form f(.) among systems 3.2.2 - 3.2.4 has been
identified, the method of percentile matching attempts to solve the k equations
zαj = γ + δf(
xˆαj − ξ
λ
), 1 ≤ j ≤ k (3.5.30)
where xˆαj is an estimator of the quantile xαj based on sample data.
Slifker and Shapiro [29] introduced a selection rule which is a function of four per-
centiles for selecting one of the three families and to give estimates of the parameters.
The fit parameters for the transformation are calculated by solving the transformation
equation for the chosen distribution type at the four selected percentiles as explained
below. Choose any fixed value z (0 < z < 1) of a standard normal variate. Then
the four points ±z and ±3z determine three intervals of equal length. Determine
the percentile Pζ corresponding to ζ = 3z, z,−z,−3z respectively. For example if
z = 0.5 then P0.5 = 0.6915 ∗ 100 = 69.15. Let x3z, xz, x−z, x−3z be the percentiles of
data values corresponding to the four selected percentiles of the Normal distribution.
The type of Johnson distribution chosen is based on the value of the discriminant d
calculated as follows.
d =
mn
p2
(3.5.31)
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where p = xz − x−z , m = x3z − xz , n = x−z − x−3z.
If the calculated discriminant d is greater than 1.001, then an unbounded distribution
is chosen. If the value is less than 0.999, then a bounded distribution is chosen. A
discriminant equal to or between the two values results in a Log Normal fit. The fit
parameters for the transformation are calculated by solving the transformation equa-
tion for the chosen distribution type at the four selected percentiles. The parameter
estimates for Johnson SU distribution are
δˆ =
2z
cosh−1
[
1
2
(
m
p
+ n
p
)] (3.5.32)
γˆ = δˆ sinh−1
 np − mp
2
(
m
p
n
p
− 1
)1/2
 (3.5.33)
λˆ =
2p
(
m
p
n
p
− 1
)1/2
(
m
p
+ n
p
− 2
)(
m
p
+ n
p
+ 2
)1/2 (3.5.34)
ξˆ =
xz + x−z
2
+
p
(
n
p
− m
p
)
2
(
m
p
+ n
p
− 2
) (3.5.35)
The parameter estimates for SB distribution are
δˆ =
z
cosh−1
(
1
2
[(
1 + p
m
) (
1 + p
n
)]1/2) ; (δ > 0) (3.5.36)
γˆ = δˆ sinh−1
[(
p
n
− p
m
) [(
1 + p
m
) (
1 + p
n
)− 4]1/2
2
(
p
m
p
n
− 1)
]
(3.5.37)
λˆ =
p
[{(
1 + p
m
) (
1 + p
n
)− 2}2 − 4]1/2
p
m
p
n
− 1 (3.5.38)
ξˆ =
xz + x−z
2
− λ
2
+
p
(
p
n
− p
m
)
2
(
p
m
p
n
− 1) (3.5.39)
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The parameter estimates for Johnson SL distribution are
δˆ =
2z
ln
(
m
p
) (3.5.40)
γˆ∗ = δˆ ln
 mp − 1
p
(
m
p
)1/2
 (3.5.41)
ξˆ =
xz + x−z
2
− p
2
m
p
+ 1
m
p
− 1 (3.5.42)
Quantile Estimators
Wheeler[35] proposed a method for the estimation of the parameters γ and δ in John-
son family using five quantiles. Let pn = (n − 12)/n, where n is the sample size.
Denote the quantile of standard normal distribution corresponding to the cumulative
probability pn by zn. For example, if n = 100, then pn = 0.995, so that zn = 2.5758.
Choose five quantiles xp, xk, x0, xm, xn from data corresponding to standard normal
quantiles z = −zn,−12zn, 0, 12zn, zn. The general form of Johnson system can be writ-
ten
z = γ + δ ln f(y) (3.5.43)
where f(y) = y for SL, f(y) = y + (1 + y
2)1/2 for SU , f(y) = y/(1 − y) for SB and
y = (x− ξ)/λ. Wheeler uses the fact that any quantity of the form
xi − xj
xr − xs =
f−1(ωi)− f−1(ωj)
f−1(ωr)− f−1(ωs) (3.5.44)
where ω = e(z−γ)/δ, does not depend on ξ or λ. The parameter estimates for SU curves
are:
δˆ =
1
2
zn/lnb (3.5.45)
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where b = 1
2
tu + [(
1
2
tu)
2 − 1]1/2 and tu = xn−xpxm−xk
γˆ = −δln(a) (3.5.46)
where a2 = 1−tb
2
t−b2 and t =
xn−x0
x0−xp .
For SB curves the parameter estimates are:
δˆ =
1
2
zn/lnb (3.5.47)
where b = 1
2
tb + [(
1
2
tb)
2 − 1]1/2 and tb = (xm−x0)(xn−xp)(xn−xm)(x0−xp)
γˆ = −δln(a) (3.5.48)
where a = t−b
2
1−tb2 and t =
xn−x0
x0−xp .
For SL curves,
δˆ =
zn
ln t
(3.5.49)
where t = xn−x0
x0−xp
To differentiate the three types of Johnson curves, the ratio
tb
tu
=
(xm − x0)(xm − xk)
(xn − xm)(x0 − xp) (3.5.50)
is used. It is less than 1 for sU , equal to 1 for SL and greater than 1 for SB.
3.6 MLE-Least Square Approach for the Parameter Estimation of
Johnson System
In this section we propose a new algorithm, to estimate parameters of Johnson’s
distribution. We name this algorithm MLE-Least Square Approach, as we are using
the theory of both Maximum Likelihood and Least square approaches to estimate
the four parameters. Even though the maximum likelihood equations for γ and δ are
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already derived by Storer [31], there is no closed form solutions for ξ and λ. The novel
idea of combining both maximum likelihood approach and least square theory makes
the derivation of all four parameters more tractable analytically. Also this method is
based on optimization techniques unlike percentile and quantile methods.
The probability density functions of the members of the Johnson family are known.
Let us first consider the SU and SB family of Johnson system. Using the general form
of Johnson densities as given in Equation 3.4.17, the likelihood function is,
L(x) =
δn
λn(2pi)n/2
n∏
i=1
g
′
(
x− ξ
λ
)e−
1
2
∑n
i=1(γ+δg(
x−ξ
λ
))2 (3.6.51)
The log-likelihood is,
logL = n log δ−n log λ−n/2 log(2pi)+
n∑
i=1
g
′
(
x− ξ
λ
)− 1
2
n∑
i=1
(γ+δg(
x− ξ
λ
))2 (3.6.52)
Setting the partial derivatives with respect to δ to zero,
n
δ
− δ
∑
[g(
x− ξ
λ
)]2 − γ
∑
g(
x− ξ
λ
) = 0 (3.6.53)
which can be written as,
δ2
∑
[g(
x− ξ
λ
)]2 + γδ
∑
g(
x− ξ
λ
)− n = 0 (3.6.54)
Setting the partial derivatives with respect to γ to zero,
nγ + δ
∑
g(
x− ξ
λ
) = 0 (3.6.55)
which yields,
γˆ =
−δ∑ g(x−ξ
λ
)
n
(3.6.56)
= −δg¯ (3.6.57)
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Using Equation 3.6.57 in Equation 3.6.54,
δˆ2 =
n∑
[g(x−ξ
λ
)]2 − 1
n
[
∑
g(x−ξ
λ
)]2
(3.6.58)
=
1
var(g)
(3.6.59)
where g¯ is the mean and var(g) is the variance of the values of g defined in Equation
3.4.20.
The partial derivatives of the log-likelihood with respect to ξ and λ are not simple.
Storer [31] details a lengthy strategy for obtaining the solutions of these parameters.
In the maximum likelihood estimation method, Kamziah A. Kudus et.al [18] applied
Newton-Raphson iteration to maximize the log likelihood of the Johnson distribution.
They have observed that for some samples the log likelihood function does not have
a local maximum with respect to the parameters ξ and λ. This non-regularity of
the likelihood function caused occasional non-convergence of the Newton-Raphson
iteration that was used to maximize the log-likelihood [13].
We apply method of least squares to estimate the parameters ξ and λ. Consider
the Equation 3.3.9 which is x = ξ + λf−1( z−γ
δ
). For fixed values of γ and δ, this
equation may be considered as a linear equation with parameters ξ and λ.
The sum of squares of errors is,
S(ξ, λ) =
∑
[x− ξ + λf−1(z − γ
δ
)]2 (3.6.60)
To find the value of ξ and λ that minimizes S(ξ, λ) get the partial derivatives of
S(ξ, λ) with respect to ξ and λ. Then equate these partial derivatives to zero. Then
we obtain the following two equations called normal equations,
∑
x = nξ + λ
∑
f−1(
z − γ
δ
) (3.6.61)∑
xf−1(
z − γ
δ
) = ξ
∑
f−1(
z − γ
δ
) + λ
∑
[f−1(
z − γ
δ
)]2
Note that z is a standard normal variate. We can consider the quantiles of x and
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the corresponding quantiles of z as paired observations. If there are 100 or more x
values we would consider the percentiles 1 through 99. If the number of data points
of x is k where k is less than 100, k − 1 quantiles of x and the corresponding k − 1
quantiles of z would be considered as paired observations.
Solving the normal equations we get,
λˆ =
n
∑
xf−1( z−γ
δ
)−∑ f−1( z−γ
δ
)
∑
x
n
∑
[f−1( z−γ
δ
)]2 − [∑ f−1 z−γ
δ
]2
(3.6.62)
and
ξˆ = x¯− λ ∗mean[f−1(z − γ
δ
)] (3.6.63)
where x¯ is the mean of x-quantiles and z¯ is the mean of z-quantiles used in the
above equations. We start with some initial values of ξ and λ. These initial values
may be taken as the estimates obtained by any one of the previous methods. Then
estimates of γ and δ are calculated using Equations 3.6.57 and 3.6.59. Once the
estimates of γ and δ are obtained, the Equations 3.6.63 and 3.6.62 can be used to
revise the estimates of ξ and λ.
Now we may repeat these steps with Equations 3.6.62, 3.6.63, 3.6.57 and 3.6.59,
each time using the most recent estimates. Keep track of Residual Sum of Squares(RSS)
and after a few steps choose the estimate with minimum RSS value.
The algorithm can be summarized in the following steps.
1. Assign initial values for ξ and λ. The initial values may be derived by percentile
or quantile method.
2. Estimate γ and δ using the Equations 3.6.57 and 3.6.59.
3. Estimate γ and δ using the Equations 3.6.62 and 3.6.63.
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4. Calculate the residual sum of squares(RSS) using the quantiles of standard
normal distribution and the quantiles of the data.
5. Repeat steps 2 to 4, each time using most recent estimates of the parameters.
Choose the estimates with minimum RSS.
For SL family, we will consider the transformation in Equation 3.2.2, so that there
are only 3 parameters included. The probability density function can be given by,
p(x) =
δ√
2pi
1
(x− ξ)e
− 1
2
[γ∗+δ ln(x−ξ)]2 (3.6.64)
The likelihood function is,
L(x) =
δn
(2pi)n/2
1∏
(x− ξ)e
− 1
2
∑
[γ∗+δ ln(x−ξ)]2 (3.6.65)
Setting the partial derivative of log-likelihood with respect to δ to zero we get,
n
δ
− δ
∑
[ln(x− ξ)]2 − γ∗
∑
[ln(x− ξ)] = 0 (3.6.66)
which can be written as,
δ2
∑
[ln(x− ξ)]2 + γ∗δ
∑
[ln(x− ξ)]− n = 0 (3.6.67)
Setting the partial derivative of log-likelihood with respect to γ∗ to zero,
nγ∗ + δ
∑
[ln(x− ξ)] = 0 (3.6.68)
which gives,
γˆ∗ = − 1
n
δ
∑
[ln(x− ξ)] (3.6.69)
= −δg¯∗ (3.6.70)
Using Equation 3.6.70 in Equation 3.6.67 and solving for δ,
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δˆ2 =
n∑
[ln(x− ξ)]2 − [
∑
ln(x−ξ)]2
n
(3.6.71)
=
1
var(g∗)
(3.6.72)
where g∗ = ln(x− ξ). The estimates in Equations 3.6.70 and 3.6.72 depends on ξ.
To estimate ξ, as before, we will use the method of least squares in the equation
x = ξ + f−1(
z − γ∗
δ
) (3.6.73)
The sum of squares of errors is,
S(ξ) =
∑
(x− ξ + f−1(z − γ
∗
δ
))2 (3.6.74)
To find the value of ξ that minimizes S(ξ) we obtain,
dS
dξ
= −2
∑
(x− ξ − f−1(z − γ
∗
δ
)) (3.6.75)
Setting this derivative equal to zero, we have,
ξˆ = x¯−mean[f−1(z − γ
∗
δ
)] (3.6.76)
Here also the same situation arises, estimate ξ depends on γ∗ and δ and vice versa,
as in the case of SU and SB distributions. So we will start with some initial value of
ξ to estimate γ∗ and δ. Then use these estimated values to estimate ξ. Repeat this
procedure, keeping track of RSS and choose the one with least RSS.
3.7 Comparison of Estimation Methods
Data of size 2000 are simulated from SU , SB and SL distributions to compare different
approaches of estimation discussed in this chapter. The random generation of sam-
ples from Johnson distribution with selected parameters is straightforward. First, a
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random sample of normal variate Z ∼ N(0, 1) is generated. Then the corresponding
realization of the Johnson random variable X is obtained using the equation 3.3.9 and
the inverse functions in Table 3.1. We have generated 20 samples of size 2000 from
each of the specified model listed in the tables.
The mean and the Mean Square Error(MSE) of the estimated values of SB family
are listed in Table 3.2 for comparison purposes. It can be observed that average of
the estimates are close to the true values of the parameters and in general the MSE of
the estimates are smaller in the proposed method than the other methods. This may
be because MLE-Least square approach uses all the available data, while quantile
method uses only five quantiles and percentile method uses only four quantiles. The
major disadvantage of moment matching is the vulnerability to outliers of the sample
third and fourth moments.
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Sl.No. Parameter True Value Percentile method Quantile method New Approach
1 γ 1 0.998(0.167) 1.063(0.409) 0.997(0.026)
δ 1 1.001(0.059) 1.024(0.083) 0.997(0.026)
ξ 10 10.047(0.085) 9.982(0.131) 9.93(0.08)
λ 10 10.049(5.92) 10.402(14.37) 10.57(4.99)
2 γ 0.5 0.503(0.009) 0.503(0.0493) 0.494(0.007)
δ 0.5 0.505(0.003) 0.519(0.023) 0.507(0.001)
ξ 10 9.11(4.038) 9.97(0.077) 10.004(0.004)
λ 10 10.005(0.285) 10.094(1.614) 9.868(2.056)
3 γ 1 1.032(0.065) 1.01(0.015) 1.016(0.017)
δ 0.5 0.507(0.0039) 0.5006(0.0013) 0.509(0.002)
ξ 10 9.698(.488) 10.001(0.001) 10.001(0.001)
λ 10 10.355(4.63) 10.085(0.69) 9.86(0.70)
4 γ 0.5 0.558(0.287) 0.539(0.136) 0.561(0.165)
δ 1 1.013(0.191) 1.024(0.108) 1.055(0.115)
ξ 10 9.82(1.097) 9.94(0.55) 9.91(0.52)
λ 10 10.31(15.4) 10.30(8.2) 9.83(0.50)
Table 3.2: Mean and (Mean Square Error-MSE) of parameter estimates for Johnson SB
family based on 20 samples of size 2000
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The Figure 3.5 is an example of estimated and true density functions of Johnson
SB family.
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Figure 3.5: Estimated and True Johnson SB distribution (γ=1, δ=1, ξ=10, λ=50).
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The mean and the Mean Square Error(MSE) of the estimated values of SU family
are listed in Table 3.3. For SU family also it can be observed that average of the
estimates are close to the true values of the parameters and in general, the MSE of
the estimates are smaller in the proposed method than the other methods. The Figure
3.6 is an example of estimated and true density functions of Johnson SU family.
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Figure 3.6: Estimated and True Johnson SU distribution (γ=1, δ=0.5, ξ=10, λ=10).
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Sl.No. Parameter True Value Percentile method Quantile method New Approach
1 γ 0 0.04(0.32) 0.015(0.05) 0.015(0.05)
δ 2 1.41(3.3) 2.08(0.34) 2.05(0.29)
ξ 10 10.24(8.9) 10.1(1.5) 10.1(1.4)
λ 10 12.3(99.9) 10.5(12.6) 10.3(10.1)
2 γ 0.5 0.82(2.9) 0.52(0.11) 0.51(0.09)
δ 2 2.47(3.23) 2.08(0.45) 2.06(0.37)
ξ 10 11.51(64.6) 10.06(2.79) 10.04(2.59)
λ 10 12.07(56.5) 10.35(12.6) 10.25(11.22)
3 γ 0 -0.003(0.003) 0.005(0.002) 0.003(0.002)
δ 1 1.033(0.006) 0.99(0.003) 0.99(0.002)
ξ 10 10.03(.43) 10.05(0.25) 10.06(0.25)
λ 10 10.45(1.43) 9.82(0.7) 9.75(0.73)
4 γ 0.5 0.514(0.009) 0.488(0.006) 0.487(0.007)
δ 1 1.008(0.006) 0.999(0.006) 0.996(0.006)
ξ 10 10.243(1.203) 9.95(0.9) 9.94(1.05)
λ 10 10.06(0.96) 10.06(1.13) 10.02(1.43)
Table 3.3: Mean and (Mean Square Error-MSE) of parameter estimates for Johnson SU
family based on 20 samples of size 2000
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Lastly, the mean and the Mean Square Error(MSE) of the estimated values of SL
family are listed in Table 3.4. For SL family also it can be observed that average of
the estimates are close to the true values of the parameters and the MSE of the esti-
mates are consistently smaller in the proposed method than the other methods. The
Figure 3.7 is an example of estimated and true density functions of Johnson SL family.
We have tested this many other combinations of parameter values, and the results
are similar. In Figures 3.5 through 3.7, eventhough for a particular family, another
method seem to approximate as good as the proposed method, the curve resulting
from MLE-least squares method follows closely the true curve in all the three SB, SU,
and SL cases of the Johnston’s distribution.
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Sl.No. Parameter True Value Percentile method Quantile method New Approach
1 γ∗ 1.303 -1.353(0.051) -1.29(0.027) 1.303(0.04)
(γ, λ) (1,10)
δ 1 1.012(0.006) 0.97(0.008) 1.012(0.008)
ξ 0 -0.98(0.14) 0.53(0.057) 0.53(0.057)
2 γ∗ -2.3 -2.24(0.04) -2.26(0.01) -2.21(0.07)
(γ, λ) (0,10)
δ 1 0.98(0.003) 0.98(0.002) 0.98(0.007)
ξ 0 0.18(0.41) 0.22(0.36) 0.33(0.28)
3 γ∗ -5.91 -6.53(22.9) -5.26(18.13) -5.47(12.36)
(γ, λ) (1,10)
δ 3 3.18(2.28) 2.66(3.66) 2.87(1.42)
ξ 0 -0.503(15.28) 0.72(18.3) 0.504(7.17)
4 γ∗ -3.45 -3.78(3.26) -3.45(0.99) -3.45(1.63)
(γ, λ) (1,10)
δ 2 2.06(0.35) 1.88(0.35) 1.97(0.21)
ξ 0 -0.13(4.12) 0.43(4.41) 0.29(1.67)
Table 3.4: Mean and (Mean Square Error-MSE) of parameter estimates for Johnson SL
family based on 20 samples of size 2000
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3.8 Summary
In this chapter the Johnson system of distribution is introduced and methods for
estimation of parameters are discussed. A new approach is proposed which make use
of both Maximum likelihood procedure and least square theory to estimate the four
parameters of the Johnson family. The new MLE-Least Square approach is compared
with other two commonly used methods. The simulation study shows that the MLE-
Least square approach gives better results for SB, SU and SL families, in terms of
lower mean square error. In addition, computation of least square estimator of the
parameters, ξ and λ, are much simpler in comparison to MLE based methods, where
a closed form solution may not exist.
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4 Methods for Gene Selection and Application of Johnson’s
Distribution
4.1 Introduction
A common task in analyzing microarray data is to determine which genes are dif-
ferentially expressed across two kinds of tissue samples or samples obtained under
two experimental conditions. In recent years several statistical methods have been
proposed to accomplish this goal when there are replicated samples under each con-
dition. In this chapter we will review some most commonly used classical methods
to identify differentially expressed genes. The commonly used classical methods for
gene selection are t-test, Wilcoxon test and SAM [33]. SAM is specially developed for
microarray data analysis and is the most commonly used method for this purpose.
All these methods evaluate expression data gene-by-gene and consider each gene as a
different experiment. We will show that by sharing the information across the genes
and considering a common distribution for the summary measure from equally ex-
pressed genes the power of the test can be increased. We will use Johnson System
of distribution to approximate the distribution of a summary measure for equally
expressed genes.
4.2 Data
Ovarian Cancer Data
In the following discussions we will use gene expression data of ovarian cancer patients.
Ovarian cancer is the fifth leading cause of cancer death among women in the United
States and Western Europe, and has the highest mortality rate of all gynaecologic
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Patient 1 2 3 4 5 6 ... 55
Rsponse YES YES NO YES NO YES ... NO
Gene ID
1 7.56 7.39 7.12 7.49 8.09 8.07 ... 8.50
2 8.39 8.14 8.05 8.36 9.01 9.22 ... 9.53
3 7.44 7.16 7.04 7.28 7.90 8.11 ... 8.56
4 8.93 8.62 8.39 8.77 9.26 9.46 ... 9.71
5 8.29 7.89 7.73 7.96 8.58 8.79 ... 9.00
6 8.74 8.28 8.17 8.53 8.98 9.38 ... 9.81
7 11.24 11.24 10.93 11.06 11.73 12.17 ... 11.89
8 11.63 11.50 11.20 11.50 12.12 12.49 ... 12.32
9 11.85 11.99 11.59 11.78 12.61 12.85 ... 12.82
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
22283 3.77 3.79 3.68 3.72 3.92 3.88 ... 3.85
Table 4.1: Ovarian cancer data
cancers. Currently, the standard treatment protocol used in the initial management
of advanced-stage ovarian cancer is primary cytoreductive surgery followed by pri-
mary platinum-based chemotherapy. However, approximately 30% of patients with
advanced stage disease do not demonstrate a complete response to primary platinum-
based therapy. Identifying genes which are expressed significantly different in the two
groups, could provide some insight for the precise diagnosis of response to the treat-
ment and help the medical specialists to choose an alternate therapy when needed.
The ovarian cancer tissue samples involved in this study are collected from the tumor
banks at the H.Lee Moffitt Cancer Centre & Research Institute and Duke University
Medical center. Affymetrix U133A Gene Chip arrays were used to measure expression
of 22,283 genes in advanced stage serous ovarian cancers from 55 patients who under-
went primary surgery followed by platinum-based chemotherapy. Expression values
are calculated using the robust multi-array (RMA) algorithm[15] implemented in the
Bioconductor (http : \\www.bioconductor.org) extensions to the R statistical pro-
gramming environment[14]. Gene expressions were compared between patients who
demonstrated a complete response to platinum-based therapy and those who did not,
to identify differentially expressed genes.
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Simulated Data
Because no truth about differentially expressed genes could be obtained on ovarian
cancer data, it is not possible to compare results for the real data. Gene expression
data are simulated in order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed methodology
and to obtain a quantitative evaluation of gene selection methods. The ovarian cancer
data is used as the target model for simulation. For simulation purpose, the distribu-
tion that characterizes the data is identified and then obtain the maximum likelihood
estimates of the distribution using the data. Those estimates are utilized to numer-
ically simulate information. More specifically, a quasi type of simulation is used in
the sense that, simulation is driven from the data. We use the approach discussed in
[19] for data simulation. Given the parameters, gene expression are generated ran-
domly from a gamma distribution. But for each gene, the parameters are generated
randomly. The means of gene expressions are generated from a normal distribution
N(µ, σ) and standard deviations from a gamma distribution Gamma(α, β). The hy-
per parameters µ, σ, α and β are chosen to fit the ovarian cancer data. These values are
µˆ = 6.7, σˆ = 1.68, αˆ = 3.876 and βˆ = 9.386. The parameters (shape = αˆi, rate = βˆi)
for gene i are calculated from the generated mean µi and standard deviation σi using
the relations αi = µ
2
i /σ
2
i and βi = µi/σ
2
i respectively. Gene expressions for 2,000
genes were simulated. The number of replications are selected as unequal. In studies
like ovarian cancer data, where treatment response of patients under similar condi-
tions are of interest, it is more likely to get samples of different sizes. Data sets are
simulated (1)with 15 replication in the first group, 10 replications in the second group
and (2)with 33 replication in the first group, 22 replications in the second group. A
third data set with equal sample size of 20 is also generated. For all data sets, the
probability of any gene to be differentially expressed is fixed as 0.05. Since the pa-
rameters for simulated data are estimated from the real data, it is more reliable to
compare different methods and to make conclusions.
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4.3 Classical Methods for Gene Selection
Fold change
Many biologists interpret changes in gene expression levels based on the fold ratio, in
which a gene is declared to have significantly changed if its average expression level
varies by more than a constant factor, typically 2, between the treatment and control
conditions [26]. However, this is not a statistically valid approach, since it does not
take into account the variability of that gene between replicates assigned the same
treatment. A four-fold change in the measured expression level of a gene that varies
greatly between samples given the same treatment is probably not significant, whereas
a 1.4-fold change in the measured expression of a tightly regulated gene could be very
significant.
T-test
Let Xij be the expression level of gene i in array j (i=1,2...n; j=1,..r1, r1+1,...r1+r2).
We assume that,for any i, the first r1 observations are obtained under condition 1 and
the last r2 observations are under condition 2. A general statistical model for the
observed data is assumed to be
Xij = µ1id1 + µ2id2 + ξij (4.3.1)
where d1 = 1 for 0 ≤ j ≤ r1; d1 = 0 for r1 + 1 ≤ j ≤ r1 + r2
and d2 = 0 for 0 ≤ j ≤ r1; d2 = 1 for r1 + 1 ≤ j ≤ r1 + r2
Hence µ1i and µ2i are the mean expression levels of gene i under the two conditions
respectively. The random errors are assumed to be independent with mean 0 and
variances σ2i . Based on the above model, the following hypothesis
H0 : µ1i = µ2i vs H1 : µ1i 6= µ2i
tests if gene i has differential expression under the two conditions. It is well known
that Student’s t-test is a simple method for testing the above hypothesis[6]. Provided
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that gene expression levels under two different experimental conditions have identical
Gaussian distributions, the statistic
ti =
x¯2i − x¯1i√
r1S21i+r2S
2
2i
r1+r2−2 (
1
r1
+ 1
r2
)
(4.3.2)
follows a student’s t-distribution, with r1+r2−2 degrees of freedom. Here, x¯1i and
x¯2i are the mean expression levels of gene i in the r1 replicated samples of condition
1 and r2 replicated samples of condition 2 respectively; S
2
1 and S
2
2 are the sample
variances of gene i under these two conditions.
If ti exceeds the threshold value for a specific value for a specific confidence level
(e.g. 99%), the expression levels of gene i at conditions 1 and 2 will then be considered
to be different.
Because in the t-test the distance between the population means is normalized by
the empirical standard deviations, this has the potential for addressing some of the
shortcomings of the fold ratio approach.
Wilcoxon Test
The Wilcoxon rank-sum test is a nonparametric alternative to the t-test. For each
gene, the distribution-free rank sum test transforms the sorted gene expression values
across experiments into ranks and then tests the null hypothesis of equality of the
means of the ranked values between experimental conditions [33]. For small sample
sizes, exact p-values can be obtained from pre-calculated statistical tables. A normal
approximation of standardized test statistics is typically used to obtain p-values for
larger sample sizes.
SAM
A recent method to identify significant genes is ”Significance Analysis of Microar-
rays”(SAM). An ISI (International Statistical Institute) search indicates that SAM is
the most popular method employed for microarray data analysis. SAM builds on t-test
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by using a slightly more robust test statistics, though very similar to t-test statistic.
It uses permutations and False Discovery Rate (FDR) instead of t-distribution and
level of significance to determine significance. Briefly, SAM uses the following statistic
to measure the gene specific fluctuations.
di =
x¯2i − x¯1i
si + s0
(4.3.3)
where
si =
√
(
1
n1
+
1
n2
)
∑
1(xij − x¯i1)2 +
∑
2(xij − x¯i2)2
n1 + n2 − 2 (4.3.4)
x¯1i, x¯2i are the average gene expression levels of gene i in the two conditions
respectively and s0 is a small positive constant. The value of s0 is chosen as the one
which minimizes the coefficient of variation of the statistic di. This resulting value
is called the ”observed d value”. To determine the significance of this value, SAM
estimates the ”expected” d value if there were no difference between the specimen
classes. This is done by permuting, or randomly changing, the class labels without
changing the data and recalculating the SAM value for each probe set[24]. After a
large number of permutations, the result estimates the value that would be obtained
if the difference in gene expression were due to chance alone. This is the ”expected d
value”. The significance of the observed differential gene expression can be estimated
by comparing the observed and expected d values. A user defined threshold or ”delta”
(ie,observed d value - expected d value) can be adjusted to select genes for which
observed d value exceeds (for up regulated genes) or is lower (for down regulated
genes) than delta. The greater the ”delta”, the greater the stringency of the result
and lower the false discovery rate. For each delta value, the SAM output consists of a
gene or probe set list and an associated false discovery rate. The false discovery rate
is estimated from the distribution of expected and observed d values. The Table 4.3
lists some choices of ∆ and the corresponding estimated false discovery rate for the
ovarian cancer data in Section 4.2.
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Delta No.of Estimated
significant False
genes positives
0.2 13303 9241.5
0.4 11179 7187
0.6 7804 3335
0.8 4088 835
0.81 3641 793
0.82 3402 692.5
0.83 3089 585.5
0.84 2804 500
0.85 2417 340
0.851 2178 292
0.852 2164 288
0.853 2159 287
0.854 2144 283
0.855 2142 283
0.856 0 0
Table 4.2: SAM - No. of significant genes and estimated false positives for different choices
of delta.
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The SAM plot of observed and expected values of d- values from ovarian cancer
data for ∆=0.80 is given in Figure 4.1. It is very useful in visualizing differences in
overall differential gene expression between specimen classes. A band of two broken
lines parallel to the 450 solid line are at distance of ∆ = 0.80. Moving up and to the
right, we find the first time that the points go outside the band. All genes to the right
of that point are called significant. The same thing is done in the bottom left corner.
The upper and lower excursion values imply upper and lower cut points of observed
d values - here 4.243 and -1.688. The differentially expressed genes are represented
by the green spots in the graph.
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Figure 4.1: Sam Plot using ovarian cancer microarray data
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The SAM plots of FDR against threshold values of ∆ are given in Figure 4.2.
There is no recommended criterion for the choice of ∆ in SAM. The number of signif-
icant genes selected by SAM depends on the choice of ∆ and this ∆ should be selected
manually. It can be observed from Figure 4.2 that SAM identifies more than 2000
genes as differentially expressed genes for ∆ between 0.800 and 0.850. If we choose
the value of ∆ as any number greater than 0.850, then the number of significantly
genes suddenly fall down to a very small number less than 10. This is one of the
disadvantages we observed while using SAM. From Figure 4.2, we can observe that
choice of constant value of delta, even as small as 0.01, does not identify this phe-
nomena. It is necessary to choose variable values for delta at some subintervals, and
there is no specific criteria in SAM methods to do that other than try by trial and
error. In the method based on Johnson’s system, there is no such problem.
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Figure 4.2: Sam Plot of FDR using ovarian cancer microarray data
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4.4 Gene Selection using Johnson’s Family of Distributions
We are interested in determining which genes show a statistically significant difference
in gene expression between two conditions. We introduce a new approach which relies
on relatively weak assumptions and yet quite powerful and simple to apply with
available software. Both t and Wilcoxon statistics use only information from the
corresponding gene itself. It is possible to model the data in such a way that one can
borrow strength across the genes. Consider the situation where there are n1 replicate
samples for condition-1 and n2 replications of condition-2. Tusher et al. [33] use a
modified t-statistic to test whether a particular gene is expressed or not. However,
by summarizing gene-by-gene information through this expression and consider these
values across genes we were able to use Johnson system of distributions to identify
the expressed genes. To this purpose, we define m-value by
mj =
(x¯j2 − x¯j1)
sj + a0
(4.4.5)
where
sj =
√
var(xj1)
n1
+
var(xj2)
n2
(4.4.6)
and a0 is a shrinkage parameter which depends on the sj values. The value mj is
the m− value for gene j. The constant a0 in the denominator of Equation 4.4.5 can
lead to the reduction of the overall variance of the mj, giving the tests more power on
average. This has the added effect of dampening large values of t-statistics that arise
from small variance of genes. We have taken a0 as the median of the sj values. The
Figure 4.3 shows the histogram of t-values and the m-values . This figure shows the
shrinkage happened to the t-values when we use them-formula. The idea of modifying
estimators of variance has been presented by others in similar contexts. The SAM
t-test [33] adds a small constant to the gene-specific variance estimate in order to
stabilize the small variances. In SAM, the fudge factor s0 is chosen as the value which
minimizes the coefficient of variation of the SAM statistic di. The regularized t-test
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proposed by Baldi and Long [3] replaces the usual variance estimate with a Bayesian
estimator based on hierarchical prior distribution.
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Figure 4.3: Histogram of t-values(left) and m-values(right)
For each gene we calculate the m-value defined by Equation 4.4.5. To make a
decision about the significance of the summarized value of any gene, we need to know
the distribution of m, when genes are equally expressed. Consider a conventional
testing situation in which n experimental units are randomly divided into two groups
of n1 units and n2 units, respectively, where n = n1 + n2. The group of n1 units is
subjected to a control condition and the group of n2 units is subjected to a treatment
condition. An appropriate response measure yij is recorded for unit j, j = 1, 2, 3...ni
in group i = 1, 2. The null hypothesis H0 of interest postulates that there is no
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difference in the response pattern for units subjected to the treatment and control
conditions. If the null hypothesis is true, the random assignment of experimental
units to treatment and control can be considered as a realization of the experimental
study and the computed statistic can be considered as a random point from the
distribution of the m-values when genes are equally expressed. Each arrangement
may be viewed as a permutation of the n response values with the first n1 values
assigned to group 1 and the reminder assigned to group 2. Here we make use of
balanced permutation. In balanced permutation the procedure is as follows. Each
time, some units randomly selected from first group will be assigned the group 2 and
the same number of units randomly selected from second group will be assigned the
group 1. For each permutation, compute the m-value defined in the Equation 4.4.5
and this can be considered as realizations of the m-values when the genes are equally
expressed.
As in summarizing the gene-by-gene information, one can decide to treat each
gene individually or borrow strength across the genes to estimate the distribution f0.
If we calculate the distribution individually for each gene, then one essentially treats
each gene as a different experiment. The family null hypothesis H0 for a microarray
study states that none of the genes is differentially expressed. Under this H0, it
is plausible to assume that the m-values derived from permutations of group labels
are drawn independently from a common distribution with some probability density
function, say, f0. In other words, we can pool the permutation m-values across the
genes and across permutations. The pooling of permutation tests results across genes
offers a refined basis for testing for differential expression that is free of the limitation
imposed by applying the test to each gene in isolation[26]. To estimate the distribution
f0 we make use of the fact that any continuous distribution can be approximated by
the Johnson System. Any method detailed in the previous chapter can be used to
fit a Johnson system to the pooled statistics and to estimate the parameters of the
system. In the following discussions we use Wheeler’s quantile method for fitting the
Johnson system. An unbounded Johnson’s distribution is fitted to form the common
null distribution with parameters γˆ = 0.1059483, δˆ = 2.690686, ξˆ = 0.05775453 and
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Method No.of genes
Johnson 537
SAM 2166
t 738
Wilcoxon 972
Table 4.3: No. of genes selected by different methods
λˆ = 1.301382. Now the p-values of the calculated m-vaues can be obtained using
the estimated distribution f0. The genes with p − value < 0.01 are considered as
differentially expressed genes.
The results from ovarian cancer data are listed in Table 4.3. The table shows the
number of genes selected as differentially expressed out of 22,283 genes in ovarian
cancer data. Because no truth about differentially expressed genes could be obtained
on ovarian cancer data, it is not possible to compare results obtained for the real
data. In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed methodology and to obtain
a quantitative evaluation of gene selection methods, the simulated data explained in
Section 4.2 is used. Results from simulated data are displayed in Figures 4.4 to 4.9 to
compare the methods described in this chapter. In Figures 4.4 to 4.6, the number of
truly differentially expressed genes are plotted against the number of genes selected,
for different sample sizes. It can be noted from these figures that, for any selection of
genes, the proposed method using Johnson distribution provides the highest number
of truly differentially expressed genes. It can also be observed from these figures that
the top genes which are most significant are selected by all the methods. After some
point there can observe more false positives in the other methods compared to the
proposed method using Johnson system. However asymptotically all the methods
behave similarly. In the proposed method, information across the genes is used to
estimate f0, while t, Wilcoxon and SAM consider gene-by-gene information. This
may be the reason for having less false positives when the proposed method is used.
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Figure 4.4: No. of genes selected vs No. of True Positives; Sample size - 15 vs 10
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Figure 4.5: No. of genes selected vs No. of True Positives; Sample size - 20 vs 20
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Figure 4.6: No. of genes selected vs No. of True Positives; Sample size - 33 vs 22
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The Receiver Operating Characteristics(ROC) curves from the simulated data
using the methods discussed in this chapter are shown in Figures 4.7 to 4.9. The ROC
curves displays the false positive rate (rate of non-Differentially Expressed Genes(non-
DEGs) included) versus the false negative rate (rate of DEGs not included). The
false positive rate is the proportion of number of Equally expressed genes that were
erroneously reported as Differentially Expressed. Hence False positive rate =
Number of false positives
Number of Equally Expressed genes
. This is same as the probability of Type I error
denoted by α. The false negative rate is the proportion of Differentially Expressed
genes that were erroneously reported as Equally Expressed. More specifically,
False Negative Rate = Number of false negatives
Number of Differentially expressed genes
. This is same as the
probability of type II error. It is equal to 1 minus power of the test.
A method whose ROC curve lies below another one is preferred [20], as the curve
represents the Type I and Type II errors. A method which has a better ROC curve,
in this sense, will produce top lists with more differentially expressed genes(DEGs),
fewer non-DEGs and consequently, will leave out fewer DEGs. For any fixed Type I
error, the Type II error will be lowest for the lowest ROC curve. In Figures 4.7 to 4.9,
the ROC curves of the methods discussed in this chapter are given. The range values
of false positive rate and false negative rate are from 0 to 1, as both are probabilities.
As expected, when either false positive rate and false negative rate is close to one the
curves converge. The comparison between methods should be done based on the part
of the curves where false positive rate and false negative rate is close to zero (that is
near the origin). The ROC curve of the proposed method using Johnson distribution
lies below the ROC curves of the other methods, near the origin, showing that the
proposed method is better than the other methods. Better performance can also be
observed as the sample size increases. For example, in Figure 4.9where the sample
sizes are 33 vs 22, when the false positive rate is 0.05, the false negative rate is 0.05
in Johnson ROC. But in Figure 4.7, where the sample sizes are 15 vs 10, the possible
minimum values of both false positive rate and false negative rate are approximately
0.1 each.
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Figure 4.7: Receiver Operating Characteristic curve; Sample size - 15 vs 10
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Figure 4.8: Receiver Operating Characteristic curve; Sample size - 20 vs 20
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Figure 4.9: Receiver Operating Characteristic curve; Sample size - 33 vs 22
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4.5 Summary
A new method using Johnson’s system of distributions has been proposed for the
selection of differentially expressed genes. The method is applied for the gene selec-
tion of real word data (ovarian cancer data). A comparison study of the method is
done with the existing methods including SAM, which is the most popular method
according to ISI report. For comparison purposes we have used data simulated using
the information from the real data. We have identified the distribution that char-
acterizes the data and obtained the maximum likelihood estimates using this data.
Then these estimates are utilized to numerically simulate the information. The major
advantage of the proposed method is the sharing of information across the genes and
hence improve the power to identify significant genes.
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5 Mixture Model Approach for Gene Selection using Johnson’s
System of Distributions
5.1 Introduction
In contrast to methods that apply classical statistical inferences separately for different
genes, there is a kind of information sharing among genes in mixture model analysis
using Baye’s formula. This can be beneficial because the data from other genes provide
some information about the typical variability in the system[25],[34]. In this chapter
we will discuss two well known mixture model approaches using Baye’s formula and
introduce application of Johnson’s system of distribution in the mixture model setup
for the selection of differentially expressed genes.
5.2 EBARRAYS
The models explained in [19] by Newton et. al. attempts to characterize the prob-
ability distribution of expression measurements xj = (xj1, xj2, xj3, ....xjI) taken on
gene j. The gene expressions xji are viewed as independent random deviations from
a gene-specific mean value µj and more specifically, as arising from an observation
distribution fobs(.|µj). When comparing expression samples between two groups, the
sample set is partitioned into two subsets, say g1 and g2; gk contains indices from
samples in group k (k=1,2). The distribution of measured expression may not be
affected by this grouping, in which case the gene j is equivalent expressed, EEj. Al-
ternatively, when there is differential expression, DEj, the above formulation requires
that there now be two different means, µj1 and µj2, corresponding to measurements in
g1 and g2, respectively. The gene effects µj’s are assumed to be arising independently
and identically from a system-specific distribution pi(µ), instead of treating as fixed
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quantities.
Let p denote the fraction of genes that are differentially expressed (DE). Then 1−p
denotes the fraction of genes equivalently expressed (EE). An EE gene j presents data
xj = (xj1, xj2, ....xjI) according to a distribution
f0(xj) =
∫ ( I∏
i=1
fobs(xji|µ)
)
pi(µ)dµ (5.2.1)
Alternatively, if gene j is differentially expressed, the data xj = (xjg1 , xjg2) are
governed by the distribution
f1(xj) = f0(xjg1)f0(xjg2) (5.2.2)
owing to the fact that different mean values govern the different subsets xjg1 and
xjg2 of samples, where g1 contains indices from samples in group 1 and g2 contains
indices from samples in group 2. The marginal distribution of the data becomes
pf1(xj) + (1− p)f0(xj) (5.2.3)
With estimates of p, f0 and f1 the posterior probability of differential expression
is calculated by Bayes´ rule as
pf1(xj)
pf1(xj) + (1− p)f0(xj) (5.2.4)
In EBarrays two model specifications of the general mixture model in Equation
5.2.3 are considered, namely, Gamma-Gamma(GG) and Lognormal-Normal(LNN)
models. In the GG model, the observation components are from a Gamma distri-
bution having shape parameter α > 0 and a mean value µj, thus with scale parameter
λj = α/µj,
f(xobs) =
λαxα−1e−λx
Γ(α)
(5.2.5)
for measurements x > 0. The prior distribution pi(µj) for µj is chosen as an
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inverse gamma distribution. More specifically, fixing α, the quantity λj = α/µj has
a Gamma distribution with shape parameter α0 and scale parameter ν. Thus, the
hyper parameters involved are, (α, α0, ν). Then the density f0 is,
f0(xj1, xj2, ....xjI) =
∫ ( I∏
i=1
λαj x
α−1
ji e
−λjxji
Γ(α)
)
να0 λ
α0−1
j e
−νλj
Γ(α0)
dλj
= K
(∏I
i=1 xji
)α−1
(
ν +
∑I
i=1 xi
)Iα+α0 (5.2.6)
where
K =
να0Γ(Iα + α0)
ΓI(α)Γ(α0)
In the Lognormal normal (LNN) model, the gene specific mean µj is a mean for
the log-transformed measurements, which are presumed to have a normal distribution
with common variance σ2. A conjugate prior for the µj is normal with some underlying
mean µ0 and variance τ
2
0 . Integrating as in 5.2.1, the density f0(.) for an n-dimensional
input becomes Gaussian with mean vector ~µ0 = (µ0, µ0, ....µ0)
t and exchangeable
covariance matrix Σn = (σ
2)In + (τ
2)Mn where In is an n × n identity matrix and
MN is an n× n matrix of ones[19].
For both models, the method of maximum marginal likelihood is used to obtain es-
timates of the unknown hyper parameters and the mixing proportion p. The marginal
log likelihood is a sum over genes j of terms in 5.2.3,
l(θ) =
∑
j
log[pf1(xg, yg) + (1− p)f0(xg, yg)] (5.2.7)
The maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters are obtained via Expectation-
Maximization(EM) algorithm. This empirical Bayes hierarchical modeling approach
is implemented in R as EBARRAYS package.
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5.3 EBAM
EBAM assumes that there are two classes of genes namely ”Different” and ”Not Dif-
ferent” meaning that the gene is either differently or not differently expressed in two
different groups under consideration. This will give two possible probability distribu-
tions for any summarizing value of a gene which is able to measure the difference in
expression levels of the genes in the two groups. EBAM developed by Efron [7] use
the t-value defined by the Equation 4.3.2 to summarize the information about any
gene. Let f0(y) be the density of the summary value y for equally expressed genes and
f1(y) be the density of y for differentially expressed genes. Let the prior probabilities
for the two classes be p0 and p1 = 1− p0 with the corresponding densities f0(y) and
f1(y) respectively. Hence we have the marginal density f(y) for y, which is a mixture
density of the two populations as,
f(y) = p0f0(y) + p1f1(y) (5.3.8)
EBAM uses Bayes theorem to obtain posteriori probabilities of any gene to be
differentially expressed.
p0(y) = prob(Equally expressed|Y = y)
=
prob(Equally expressed and Y = y)
p(Y = y)
=
prob(Y = y|Equally expressed)× prob(Equally expressed)
p(Y = y)
=
p0f0(y)
f(y)
(5.3.9)
and
p1(y) = prob(Differentially expressed|Y = y) = 1− p0f0(y)
f(y)
(5.3.10)
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To estimate the posterior probabilities we need f0(y), f(y) and p0. Efron estimated
f0(y) as the t-density with appropriate degrees of freedom. The mixture density f(y)
is estimated by fitting a smooth curve fˆ(y) to the Y histogram.
5.4 A Mixture Model Approach using Johnson Distribution and Baye’s
Formula
Here we modify EBAM using Johnson’s system of distributions. The Baye’s formula
is used to incorporate the overall information about the analytical characteristics of
genes to identify differentially expressed genes. Instead of using t-value, we use m-
value defined by Equation 4.4.5 to summarize the information about any gene. Then
f0(m) is the distribution of the m-values when the genes are equally expressed. The
same balanced permutation technique and Johnson’s system of distributions, in the
previous chapter, will be used to estimate f0(m). More specifically, we will create
artificial groups by taking permutations of the microarray samples and randomly
assign one of the two labels to each of these groups. Then calculate the m-values
for this artificial groups. We did 50 permutations and use the m-values from these
50 permutations to estimate f0(m). The estimated f0(m) is an unbounded Johnson
distribution with parameters γˆ = 0.1059483, δˆ = 2.690686, ξˆ = 0.05775453 and λˆ
= 1.301382. We can estimate f(m) empirically using Johnson distribution, as any
continuous distribution can be approximated by a Johnson distribution. The number
of calculated statistics is the same as the number of genes, large enough to estimate
the empirical distribution. The marginal distribution f(m) is estimated as a bounded
Johnson distribution with parameters γˆ= -1.127296, δˆ = 1.41565 , ξˆ = -3.071095 and
λˆ = 4.680507. These parameters of the Johnson’s distribution are estimated using
Quantiles method discussed in Chapter 3.
The value of p0 chosen in such a way that all posterior probabilities are positive [7].
We make use of the estimated value of p0 used in EBAM [7] under the same criterion.
Now we are able to calculate the posterior probability using the Equation 5.3.10.
The genes with posterior probabilities greater than 0.8 are chosen as the differentially
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expressed genes.
The Figure 5.1 shows posterior probabilities against m-values. The green spots
corresponds to the genes with posterior probability > 0.8.
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Figure 5.1: Posterior probability of genes; Genes representing green(or gray) points have
posterior probability > 0.8
The Kolmogrov-Smirnov goodness of fit test is done to see how fit the estimated
Johnson distributions are for the corresponding observed values of the statistics. The
p-value for the null distribution is 0.4569 and the p-value for the marginal distribution
is 0.15693.
Both EBArrays and EBAM share information among genes. One drawback of
EBArrays is the assumption of a parametric model for gene expressions and hence a
good chance of violation of assumptions. EBArrays assumes that the gene expressions
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are generated from a Gamma distribution or from a Log-Normal distribution. EBAM
assumes a t-distribution as the distribution of t-values for equally expressed genes,
which in turn requires, the assumptions of t-distribution to hold. In the method we
proposed, we improve EBAM using m-values and Johnson’s system of distribution.
The distribution of the m values is estimated using Johnson’s system of distributions.
The advantage of this proposed method is that while sharing information across all
of the genes, there is no parametric assumption on the gene expression data. Here
we make use of the fact that any continuous distribution is a special case of Johnson
system of distribution. The simulation shows that the proposed method is better than
EBArrays and EBAM(Figures 5.2 to 5.9).
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Method No.of genes
Johnson 537
SAM 2166
t 738
Wilcoxon 972
Bayes -Johnson 543
EBArrays - GG 191
EBArrays - LNN 177
EBAM 223
Table 5.1: No. of genes selected by different methods
5.5 Results
The proposed methods using Johnson’s distribution are compared with SAM, t-test,
Wilcoxon test, EBarrays and EBAM. The number of genes selected as differently ex-
pressed, out of 22,283 genes, by these methods are listed in Table 5.1.
Because no truth about differentially expressed genes could be obtained on ovarian
cancer data, it is not possible to compare results obtained for the real data. In order
to assess the effectiveness of the proposed methodology and to obtain a quantitative
evaluation of gene selection methods, the simulated data explained in Section 4.2 is
used. A comparison of methods discussed in this chapter is presented in Figures 5.2
to 5.9. The number of truly differentially expressed genes are plotted against the
number of genes selected in Figures 5.2 to 5.4. We can observe that for any value of
number of genes selected(x-coordinate), the proposed method using Johnson system
of distributions gives the more number of true positives than other methods. Results
for the simulated data from all methods discussed in this dissertation are shown in
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Figures 5.5 and 5.6.The methods using the Johnson system of distributions seem
to be superior to other methods as the number of truly differentially expressed genes
identified is more than that identified by other methods, for any fixed number of genes
selected. After some saturation point where all the truly differentially expressed genes
are identified these curves will converge.
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Figure 5.2: Mixture model approaches - No. of genes selected vs No. of True Positives;
Number of genes -2000; Sample size - 15 vs 10
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Figure 5.3: Mixture model approaches - No. of genes selected vs No. of True Positives;
Number of genes -2000; Sample size - 20 vs 20
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Figure 5.4: Mixture model approaches - No. of genes selected vs No. of True Positives;
Number of genes -2000; Sample size - 33 vs 22
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of all methods discussed- No. of genes selected vs No. of True
Positives; Number of genes -2000; Sample size - 15 vs 10
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of all methods discussed- No. of genes selected vs No. of True
Positives; Number of genes -2000; Sample size - 33 vs 22
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The results of the methods discussed in this chapter are also displayed by Re-
ceiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves in Figures 5.7 to 5.9 using the simu-
lated data. The ROC curve displays the false positive rate (rate of non-Differentially
Expressed Genes(non-DEGs) included) versus the false negative rate (rate of DEGs
not included). The false positive rate is the proportion of number of Equally ex-
pressed genes that were erroneously reported as Differentially Expressed. Hence
False positive rate = Number of false positives
Number of Equally Expressed genes
. This is the same as the
probability of Type I error denoted by α. The false negative rate is the proportion of
Differentially Expressed genes that were erroneously reported as Equally Expressed.
More specifically, False Negative Rate = Number of false negatives
Number of Differentially expressed genes
.
This is the same as the probability of type II error. It is equal to 1 minus power of the
test. A method whose ROC curve lies below another one is preferred [20], as the curve
represents the Type I and Type II errors. A method which has a better ROC curve,
in this sense, will produce top lists with more differentially expressed genes(DEGs),
fewer non-DEGs and consequently, will leave out fewer DEGs. It can be observed
from the Figures 5.7 to 5.9 that the proposed approach using Johnson’s system of
distributions is better than the other methods discussed here. In Figures 5.5 and 5.6
the number of truly differentially expressed genes are plotted against the number of
genes selected, for a comparison of all methods discussed in the dissertation. It can
be noted that for any fixed number of gene selection, the proposed methods using the
Johnson distribution, guarantee the highest number of truly differentially expressed
genes.
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Figure 5.8: ROC curve -Mixture model approaches; Number of genes -2000; Sample size -
20 vs 20
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Figure 5.9: ROC curve -Mixture model approaches; Number of genes -2000; Sample size -
33 vs 22
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5.6 Summary
Here we used Baye’s formula and Johnson system of distribution together with m val-
ues defined by Equation 4.4.5 to identify differentially expressed genes. Johnson sys-
tem is used to approximate the probability distribution of the summary measure(m−
value). Then Bayes formula is used to revise the probability of each gene to be differ-
entially expressed. As in previous chapter the method is applied for the gene selection
of ovarian cancer data. A comparison study of the method is done with the existing
methods. For comparison purposes we have used data simulated using the informa-
tion from the real data. We have identified the distribution that characterizes the real
data and obtained the maximum likelihood estimates using this data. Then these es-
timates are utilized to numerically simulate the information. The simulation study
shows that the proposed method using Johnson’s system of distribution is better than
the popular mixture model methods EBAM and EBArrays .
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6 Conclusion
The dissertation considered the statistical methods for the selection of differentially
expressed genes. We have proposed two methods for the gene selection. The first
method is a classical approach which uses Johnson System of distribution to estimate
the null distribution of the summary statistic. The second method is a mixture model
approach. We use Bayes theorem to revise the prior probability of a gene to be
differentially expressed. This method also uses the Johnson system of distribution to
estimate the marginal density function of the summary statistic and also the density
function of the statistic for equally expressed genes.
The dissertation also discusses the Johnson system of distribution in addition to
the methods of gene selection. We have developed a new algorithm for the estimation
of parameters, which can be applied to all the three families of Johnson distribution.
An important application of microarray data is to classify biological samples or
predict clinical or other outcomes. In the future research this is an interesting statisti-
cal problem to work. We have a strong feeling of the requirement of a better statistic
which can measure the variations in the expression levels of genes in a better way.
This is also one of the interesting problems for the future research.
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